




Bridge by Transwall is a demountable wall 
system featuring double glazed, unitized 
glass panels, fully responsive to all the 

structural, acoustic, personalization and 
flexibility requirements necessary for the 
definition of the spaces and the demands 

of large projects.
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Bridge’s double glazed, unitized panels allow for reduced installation 
times and costs typically associated with stick-built, double glazed 
glass fronts, which coincides with modern day accelerated installation 
schedules.
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Bridge by Transwall is available in an array of finishes including numerous 
powder coat colors (or custom match), natural anodized aluminum and 
polished frames. 

Door options include pivot and sliding: framed, single glazed, double glazed, 
wood veneer and full glass wood veneer/aluminum doors. 
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Bridge by Transwall’s double glazed doors offer uniquely designed integral 
drop seals for an enhanced acoustical environment.  
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Bridge’s unitized panels are installed on a field-leveled, telescopic floor 
channel assembly accommodating uneven floors within a half-inch of 
variation.
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Bridge offers a 10’ max height and seamlessly attaches to soffit or ceiling grid 
conditions. 
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Transwall works to do all we can today and into the future 
to support a more sustainable environment. Part of the 
essence of our products is their adaptability and reuseability, 
both of which contribute to reducing waste year over year. 
At the end of their useful lives, recycling the core steel, glass 
and aluminum components of our products is simple and 
inexpensive.

While no product is currently able to be LEED-Certified, 
Transwall products assist in the LEED certification process 
within key credit sections. We offer a full list of resources 
for building professionals to utilize within their projects, 
including LEED documentation and LEED-accredited 
professionals available to consult on projects.
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